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This video stockshot relating to telecommunications
includes pictures of: - Satellite dishes (SES, Luxembourg); Telecommunications training centre (Techno.bel, Ciney,
Belgium); - Installing fibre optic cables (Mechelen,
Belgium); - Using smart devices (Brussels, Belgium).
Only the original language version is authentic and it prevails in
the event of its differing from the translated versions.
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10:00:00 Credits and title

00:00:20

10:00:20 1. SATELLITE DISHES
(SES - LUXEMBOURG)

00:02:07

10:00:20 Title SES is one of
the leaders in the
area of satellite
operators. There are
approximately 50
geostationary
satellite dishes in
their satellite park
and all are managed
from their offices in
Luxembourg.

00:00:05

10:00:25 General view of the
SES satellite dish
park

00:00:05

10:00:30 Close up shots of
satellite dishes (16
shots)

00:01:37

10:02:08 General views of the
SES satellite dish
park (4 shots)

00:00:19

10:02:27 2 .
TELECOMUNICATION
TRAINING CENTRE
(CINEY, BELGIUM)

00:05:59

10:02:27 Title Techno.bel,
which was created
in 2001, is a Centre
of Competence
dedicated to
Information and
Communication
Technology.

00:00:05

10:02:32 Close up of a router

00:00:16

10:02:49 Close up shots of a
technician
connecting varous
cables to a router (2
shots)

00:00:14

10:03:03 Close up shots of
cables which
connect the routers
(3 shots)

00:00:26

10:03:29 Close up shots of
hard discs (3 shots)

00:00:28

10:03:58 Students who have
followed training
courses on
telecommunication
systems networks
manipulating fibre
optic cables (8 shots)

00:00:43

10:04:41 Close up shot of a
network cable

00:00:06

10:04:47 Students checking
that cables are
correctly connected
(5 shots)

00:00:53

10:05:41 Network cables (4
shots)

00:00:20

10:06:02 Student connecting
network cables (4
shots)

00:00:33

10:06:35 Arrival of
Techno.bel training
centre car at the
centre (2 shots)

00:00:14

10:06:49 Pannel showing
regional and
European funding

00:00:05

10:06:55 Entrance to the
Techno.bel training
centre

00:00:04

10:07:00 Trainer transporting
a portable computer

00:00:07

10:07:07 General shot of the
training centre room

00:00:08

10:07:15 Student connecting
a network cable

00:00:15

10:07:31 Close up shots of
the back of a
connected router (2
shots)

00:00:13

10:07:44 Close up shot of a
trainer

00:00:05

10:07:50 Computer screen

00:00:07

10:07:58 Trainer and student

00:00:07

10:08:05 Computer screen

00:00:07

10:08:13 Training session (2
shots)

00:00:14

10:08:27 3. FIBRE OPTIC
CABLES
INSTALLATION
(MECHELEN,
BELGIUM)

00:04:41

10:08:27 Title

00:00:05

10:08:32 General shot of
underground
parking lot where
optical cables will be
installed

00:00:05

10:08:37 Close up of a roll of
fibre optic cables

00:00:03

10:08:41 Workers unrolling
fibre optic cables (6
shots)

00:00:49

10:09:30 Close up shot of
fibre optic cables in
a metallic protective
sheath

00:00:04

10:09:34 Workers unrolling
fibre optic cables (9
shots)

00:00:51

10:10:26 Workers removing
fibre optic cables
from the metallic
sheath

00:00:08

10:10:34 Workers passing
fibre optic cables
through a wall (5
shots)

00:00:23

10:10:57 Worker, on a ladder,
installing a cable (3
shots)

00:00:36

10:11:34 Exterior of the
workers' van (2
shots)

00:00:13

10:11:47 Fibre optic cables
seen from the van

00:00:04

10:11:52 Worker putting in
place a fibre optic
cable before
beginning soldering
(4 shots)

00:00:26

10:12:18 Machine in which
fibre optics are
placed (2 shots)

00:00:15

10:12:34 Fiber optics

00:00:04

10:12:38 Worker carrying out
tests to check that
fibre optics work
correctly (5 shots)

00:00:30

10:13:09 4. SMART DEVICES

00:03:09

10:13:09 Title

00:00:05

10:13:14 Student sitting in
front of his iPad (2
shots)

00:00:21

10:13:35 Student browsing on
his iPad

00:00:09

10:13:44 Reading a book on
his iPad (2 shots)

00:00:14

10:13:59 Receiving a call on
his iPhone

00:00:11

10:14:11 Browsing on the
iPad (2 shots)

00:00:34

10:14:45 Selecting and
listening to music
on his smartphone
(4 shots)

00:00:26

10:15:12 Leaving his
apartment and
taking a photo of a
motorbike with a
smartphone

00:00:12

10:15:24 Close up of
smartphone taking a
photo (2 shots)

00:00:08

10:15:33 Photo of a
motorbike on a
smartphone and
sending photo by
email

00:00:10

10:15:44 Student playing with
his iPad (2 shots)

00:00:27

10:16:11 Copyright

00:00:06
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